
From: Dick Bernard dick_bernard@me.com
Subject: Fwd: Misery Loves Company

Date: November 2, 2014 at 2:22 PM
To:

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Ken 
Subject: Fw: Misery Loves Company
Date: November 8, 2012 9:46:24 AM CST
To: "Dick" <dick_bernard@msn.com>

Article in Forbes – gee I hope this is wrong, but fear it might be right.
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American Voters Choose Obama To Lead Us 
- Down The Road To Ruin
 
Despite a good look at the bankruptcy of entitlement democracy playing out across the euro 
zone, Americans have gone to the polls demanding to join the death spiral. Offered a clear 
choice, the promise of free stuff vanquished our abandoned  heritage of freedom.
The ideals upon which this country were founded can now be buried alongside the discarded 
Constitution that used to protect them. Remember this moment so you can explain to your 
impoverished grandchildren that this is the day the sputtering American dream was finally laid 
to rest.
Six months ago, I confidently predicted that Americans would come to their senses and turn 
back the explosive growth of government unleashed by Barack Obama. Instead, the electorate 
doubled down, inviting him to “complete what he started.” And so he will, for there are still 
some people left who are not living on food stamps, welfare, disability, unemployment, Social 
Security, Medicare, Medicaid, government pensions, Pell grants, free school lunches, earned 
income tax credits, farm subsidies, or any of the 79 means-tested federal welfare programs that 
are sure to continue growing in the years ahead.
As a bonus, ObamaCare is scheduled to hit the economy just as the nation dives off the fiscal 
cliff. Like a hurricane brewing over warm Caribbean waters, a perfect storm of bad fiscal policy, 
bad tax policy, and bad social policy is being pumped up by the printing presses of the Federal 
Reserve. With Obama safely ensconced in the White House, Helicopter Ben can continue his 
QE-Infinity plan, monetizing our exploding national debt until the bottom falls out of our 
currency.
Like the proverbial dog that caught the bus, Obama now fully owns the economic crisis 
he worked so hard not to waste. After an opening flurry of progressive legislation, 
stalled thanks to the 2010 voter insurrection, Obama has since been ruling by decree. 
Returning to office with no need to worry about reelection and armed with the belief that 
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Returning to office with no need to worry about reelection and armed with the belief that 
he has the mandate of the people, nothing can stop him now.
It’s not hard to guess what lies ahead, and it’s certainly not an era of good feeling as 
The One trots out the vaunted “cooperation and compromise” skills he kept so well 
hidden his first term.
Watch as the business community hunkers down trying to salvage what it can. Watch 
the parade of WARN Act notices announcing layoffs held in abeyance at the 
President’s behest until after the election. Watch businesses start to fail, joining the 
disastrous parade of green energy “investments” that have characterized Obama’s first 
term. Watch as Argentinean-style capital flight and double digit inflation become the 
lead story of his second term.
Watch for down-corrections to the government-issued economic statistics designed to 
fool voters into believing that the economy was healing. Watch a torrent of pent-up 
regulations rain down on industry after industry already groaning under the weight of 
compliance costs. Watch the recession come back with a vengeance, assuming we 
ever get enough honest economic data out of the government to call one. And when 
the recovery Obama has been promising since the last election never materializes, 
turning the moribund state of the economy into the new normal, understand that you 
asked for it.
H.L. Mencken was right—voters do get what they deserve, good and hard. Which 
means it’s time for those of us who have been sounding the alarm to get out of the path 
of this runaway train and start looking out for our own families first.
It is perhaps too soon to start stocking up on bottled water and canned goods, as many 
wish they had in Greece. It may be too soon to buy real estate in a backup country, 
assuming you can identify one that will avoid the fallout of a failed America. It may not 
be too soon to start hoarding gold coins. But it is certainly time to disengage from the 
lost cause this great country once was and start putting together a personal Plan B.
Let the warring tribes we’ve been divided into struggle to redistribute the evaporating 
wealth of a nation in decline. Let radical egalitarians see what happens when they get 
the equality of outcome they demand. Let those on the dole try to collect on their 
precious “right” to free stuff when bureaucratic rationing replaces the market’s invisible 
hand once the cornucopia of goods and services start running dry.
Press pundits call business leaders selfish for trying to preserve a free market system 
that makes it possible to pay for the growing array of entitlements reducing our 
countrymen to a state of dependency. Angry mobs shake their fists at success claiming 
the rewards are unfair, foolishly believing you can have one without the other. Treasury 
officials recklessly borrow from foreign powers hoping our profligacy can go on forever. 
Politicians think they can extract enough money from the 1 percent to provide an 
unearned standard of living to the 99%—or at least to as many interest groups as it 
takes to cobble together an electoral majority looking to consume more and more as 
they produce less and less.
Do you want to see what Forward really means, what’s in store for our children, what 
the end game looks like? Then keep your eyes on Greece, the birthplace of democracy, 
as it slides into a war of all against all.
Good luck, America. We are going to need it.
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